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The Modern Art Aquarium is full of fish inspired by 
artists. 
You can follow the instructions below to make the 
aquarium, and over the page there are some other 
activities for you to do. 

To make the aquarium you will need:
Scissors
Cotton thread
Sellotape, masking tape or blu-tac
Glue

1. Cut out the fish tank frame and background, the 
two side bars and the two long cross bars.

2. Cut out the fish in the middle of the tank frame 
(get an adult to help you if you find this difficult).

3. Fold the tank background along the yellow line.
*Hint: It helps if you bend the paper against a ruler 
- it’s easy to get a straight line this way.

4. Fold back the black tab on the bottom of the 
tank frame and glue this to the underneath of the 
tank bottom (the part that has the pebbles on it).

It should look like this

6. Glue the cross bars to the side bars using the 
tabs, like this.

5. Glue both tabs on the side bars 
in place, one tab to the top of the 
background and one tab to the 
top of the frame.
It should look like this

7. Next tape a piece of cotton thread (about 10cm 
long) to each fish. Now you can hang each fish from 
the cross bars. Attach the thread using tape or 
blu-tac, and remember to hang the fish at different 
heights.

Why not make some more fish of your own, 
based on other artists?
You can make a bigger fish tank using an old 
cardboard box on its side.

Paint the inside walls of the box blue and the 
inside bottom brown or sandy coloured, or 
you could use real pebbles for the bottom of 
the tank.

You could also cut sea weed 
shapes from fabric and glue 
them to the sides of the tank.

Then you can hang the fish from thread 
taped to the top of the box.

C
ross bars

Tank frame

Side bars

Tank background

• If you’ve had enough of fish, how about 
making a modern art aviary - for exotic 
artistic birds!

New Words
Marks - the different shapes or lines that brushes, crayons, 
pencils or pens make. Have a close look at the pictures in 
Pallant House Gallery and see how many different marks and 
textures you can notice. 
Texture - how something feels. Although we can’t usu-
ally touch paintings, we can still see what kind of surface the 
painting has, depending on how the paint has been applied by 
the artist. Different marks can make different textures.
Palette - a palette is the board that an artist uses to mix 
paint on, but the word can also mean the range of colours 
that an artist uses. For example, Patrick Caulfield often uses a 
palette of strong, bright colours.



Damien Hirst

Lucie Rie

Peter Blake

Ben Nicholson

Howard Hodgkin

Barbara Hepworth

Patrick Caulfield

Gallery Trail
Can you match the fish with the artists who 
inspired them? Most of these artists have work 
on show at Pallant House Gallery, so you can 
check your answers next time you visit.
(The first one has been done for you)

Published by Pallant House Gallery, 
with support from 
the Arts Council England.
Designed by Louise Bristow

Hanging Mobile
If you’d like your fish to swim free, you can make them into a hanging mobile.
You will need:
• Something to hang your fish from - wire, thin sticks or a coat hanger will do.
• Cotton thread
• Cardboard, pens, pencils or paint to make fish
• Scissors

Make your fish by drawing by drawing a fish shape on some cardboard, cutting it out and painting it or colouring it 
in on both sides. You will probably want about 6 or 7 fish.
Tape a piece of thread (about 30cm long) to each fish.
Tie the threads to the sticks or wire. 
* Hint: You may need to slide the threads up an down the stick/wire to get the mobile to balance.
Hang your mobile from the ceiling and watch your fish float around!

If you’ve enjoyed making the Modern Art Aquarium, 
you could also play this game with your friends or 
family members.
Think of someone you know and ask yourself the 
question, “If she was a fish, what kind of fish would she 
be?” or “If he was a bird, what type of bird would he 
be?”
Try and think what they are like as a person, and draw 
a fish or bird that matches their personality. So, if your 
friend likes joking around you could draw a funny 
looking bird, or if they like talking a lot you could draw 
a fish with a very big mouth! 
If you’re thinking of someone who is quite shy you 
could draw a small camouflaged fish that can easily hide 
itself. Then you can get your friends to see if they rec-
ognise themselves!
You can play the same game with any type of thing, like 
food or clothes - it’s all about using your imagination!

Different artist have different styles - they like using particular colors or marks, or painting certains 
subjects, such as people or houses or countryside. Here are two paintings from Pallant House Gallery. 
It’s interesting to see what colours and textures the artists have used on the palette next to each picture.

Patrick Caulfield uses very flat colours. 
Although he paints with a brush it is very difficult to 
see any brushmarks on his paintings. He likes using 
strong bright colours and black outlines.

Henry Moore was 
a sculptor, but he also 
made lots of drawings. 
In this picture he has 
used a technique called 
wax resist, which is 
when you draw with a 
wax crayon and then 
paint over the top with 
watery paint. 
The picture has a lot of 
texture in it, produced 
by the crayons. He uses 
soft colours.
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